Thank you from
Willis & Gambier
For a chance to win a Love 2 Shop voucher simply post a picture of your new product on
your preferred social channels tagging Willis & Gambier using the hashtag #ShareYourStyle
and #WillisGambier . One winner will be selected at random each month.
To view our full terms and conditions please visit www.willisgambier.co.uk

Are you happy with your purchase?
Yes: That’s great, we would love to hear more from you. Please leave us a review on
our social media channels.Your feedback will be greatly appreciated.

No: If for any reason there is something missing, indifferent or incorrect with your
order, please contact the retailer you purchased the item from. We will work
with the retailer to resolve your issue as quickly as possible.

Caring for the fabric in your furniture
Furniture is made to used and enjoyed, so it will benefit from a little care
and attention. It is easy and largely a matter of common sense.
General Care

Vacuum clean your fabric on a low setting with a soft brush regularly, as
accumulated dirt will accelerate wear.
Avoid sharp objects that may snag the fabric or scratch the surface.
All fabric should not be exposed to direct sunlight, as this will cause
colours to fade.
Spot Cleaning

If in any doubt please consult a specialist dry cleaner.
Treat all stains and spillages immediately.
Test any cleaning in a small, non-visible area first.
Soak up any spills with an absorbent cloth with a blotting action.
Always work from the edge of the stain inwards to avoid spreading.
Do not use an abrasive cloth or rub excessively.
Stain Removal

If in any doubt please consult a specialist dry cleaner.
Water based stains (including ketchups, soft drinks, wine and alcoholic
beverages) should be removed using a reputable upholstery shampoo.
Use a clean absorbent cloth.
Use mixture sparingly.
Work from the outside of the stain to prevent spreading.
Rinse with warm water.
Oil based stains (including salad dressings, butter and greasy foods)
should be removed with a spot remover containing only cleaning fluid.
Do not soak the fabric.
Dab the stain from the outer edge towards the centre of the stain.

